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FOREWORD

This Consultant's Meeting report was produced as an outcome of a meeting on "Good Analytical
Practice in the Analysis of IAEA Materials for Certification" taking place in Vienna from 16. to
18. December 1996. Its purpose was to provide basic guidelines to the analysts involved in IAEA
certification analysis for IAEA-392 and IAEA-393 Algae Reference Materials and to harmonise
the analytical approach. The experience of this exercise will be combined with the requirements
of ISO Guide 34 and 35 and should be the basis for a planned guide book on this topic.



EDITORIAL NOTE

In preparing this publication for press, staff of the IAEA have made up the pages from the original
manuscript(s). The views expressed do not necessarily reflect those of the IAEA, the governments of the
nominating Member States or the nominating organizations.

Throughout the text names of Member States are retained as they were when the text was compiled.
The use of particular designations of countries or territories does not imply any judgement by the

publisher, the IAEA, as to the legal status of such countries or territories, of their authorities and
institutions or of the delimitation of their boundaries.

The mention of names of specific companies or products (whether or not indicated as registered)
does not imply any intention to infringe proprietary rights, nor should it be construed as an endorsement
or recommendation on the part of the IAEA.
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1. INTRODUCTION

For 30 years the IAEA AQCS programme has been assisting laboratories in Member States to improve
the accuracy of analytical data, not only for radioisotope determinations but also in the field of trace
element analysis. This has largely been achieved through the organization of intercomparison exercises,
which as a by-product led to the certification of reference materials. This approach used in the past,
which included only a statistical evaluation of the intercomparison data, could lead to inaccurate
reference values. Systematic errors in certain methods could bias the results and it was not always
possible to exclude them on a statistical basis alone. The introduction of verifications by experienced
analysts resulted in a significant improvement.

With the introduction of Quality Systems for analytical laboratories and the implementation and
acceptance of strict quality control and quality assurance principles, the quality requirements for
reference material production and certification procedures have been internationally harmonized (ISO
Remco, IUPAC, CITAC). For the certification of IAEA 392 and 393 Algae reference materials, the
AQCS is attempting to implement most of the requirements of ISO Guide 34 "Quality System
guidelines for the production of reference materials" and ISO Guide 35 "Certification of reference
materials" related to the analysis, calculation of results and uncertainty assessment.

In addition to the ISO recommendation to carry out the certification on the basis of two or more
independent reference methods in one laboratory and a network of qualified laboratories using one or
more methods of demonstrated accuracy, the AQCS will also endeavor to fulfill the recommendations
of the consultants' Meeting on traceability of IAEA-AQCS reference Materials to SI Units held in Nov.
1996 (see Report IAEA/AL/105):

— The assigned reference value should be traceable to SI or another international scale.
— If no direct comparison to SI Units or another international scale is possible, an unbroken chain of

comparisons should be established.
— All devices used for the certification must be appropriately calibrated.
— All standards used for calibration should be primary standards or be traceable to them.
— A complete uncertainty budget needs to be evaluated.
— The uncertainty budget of a new Reference Material should include all uncertainty components,

random and systematic error components as well as the uncertainty associated with the
homogeneity of the material at the recommended quantity for use.

In order to organize the certification of Algae IAEA 392 and IAEA 393 two actions were taken:

(1) Selection of a qualified network of laboratories and issuance of contracts for analysis of IAEA
392 and 393 (Contracts no.9347/RO,9346/RO, 9348/RO and 9345/RO)

(2) Harmonization of the analytical work through a consultants' meeting on 'Good Analytical Practice
in the Certification Analysis of IAEA Reference Materials', 16 to 18 December 1996 Vienna.

The consultants (list in Annex 1) represented the network laboratories responsible for the certification
analyses. The meeting was focused on the practical implementation of the quality requirements for
Reference Material analysis and certification procedures from ISO Guide 34 and ISO Guide 35
(Information on the CM, Annex 2). It was intended to incorporate the international guidelines and the
recommendations of the consultants of the meeting on Traceability of IAEA-AQCS Reference
Materials to the analytical approach for the certifications.



2. PRESENTATIONS

The first day of the meeting was dedicated to presentations given by the consultants, the scientific
secretary and RIAL staff (see IAEA staff list Annex 3 and Agenda Annex 4). The objectives of the
meeting and background information on the preparation of the Algae Reference Materials were
presented and a summary of the recommendation of the Consultants' Meeting on "Traceability of
IAEA-AQCS Reference Materials to SI Units" was given. The consultants presented the activities of
their laboratories with special emphasis on their experience with the implementation of a Quality
System. Common elements of interest like cost/benefit analysis, implementation and interpretation of
control charts, quality control and assurance in specimen banking and uncertainty in analytical
chemistry were also discussed.

3. DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Under the chairmanship of Ms. E de Nadai Fernandes it was decided to use the extended list of topics
presented by the scientific secretary (Annex 5) as basis for the discussion. It became evident that it was
not possible to produce general guidelines for the IAEA certification analysis at this moment and it was
decided to focus only on the practical approach to certify Algae IAEA 392 and IAEA 393 as RMs. It
was agreed to use this exercise as a start model for the definition of quality requirements and criteria for
the certification analysis of IAEA RMs and to implement the gained experience in future
recommendations and in a general guide book.

3.1. Selection of Elements and Methods

3.1.1. Elements to be determined

IAEA 392 and IAEA 393 algae materials should be characterized and certified as RMs for trace
element analysis.

In the frame of the contracts for the certification analysis it was foreseen to analyze as many elements
as possible from the following list:

Al, As, B, Ca, Cd, Co, Cr, Cu, Fe, Hg, K, Methyl-Hg, Mg, Mn, Na, Ni, P, Pb, Pt, Se, V, Zn

3.1.2. Methods available for the Certification Analysis

A survey of the analytical techniques available for certification was conducted and identified the
following possibilities:
Inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectrometry (ICP-AES)
— Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS)
— Flame atomic absorption spectrometry (FL-AAS)
— Electro thermal atomic absorption spectrometry (ET-AAS)
— Hydride generated atomic absorption spectrometry (HG-AAS)
— Cold vapour atomic absorption spectrometry (CV-AAS)
— Thermal ionization isotopic dilution mass spectrometry (TI-IDMS)
— Differential pulse anodic stripping voltametry (DPASV)
— Differential pulse adsorptive cathodic stripping voltametry(DPACSV)
— Instrumental neutron activation analysis (INAA)
— Radiochemical neutron activation analysis (RNAA)
— X-ray fluorescence (XRF)



3.1.3. Selection of Suitable Analytical Methods

The choice of elements to be analyzed in this study was discussed in terms of the techniques available
and in view of the expected elemental concentrations in the two samples. Preliminary concentration
ranges were available from pre-test analysis and from the first results from the intercomparison study as
shown in Table 1. Analytes were omitted from the certification list if they could not be measured by at
least two different techniques, which was always a basic IAEA criteria for a certification . Different
methods were defined as methods with an independent detection technique (e.g. mass, energy or light).
Ni (only for IAEA 392) and Pt were excluded because of the expected low concentrations; V, B,
Methyl-Hg and P were excluded because of the lack of a second suitable measurement technique. (Any
additional information values on these elements would be welcome). Table 2 shows the final element
and method selection and identifies the laboratories performing the analyses . A superscript 'H' indicates
that only elements at higher concentrations can be analyzed using this method in the indicated
laboratory. For Se determination this results in the need to find a second method in addition to AAS.

3.2. Analytical Practice

3.2.1. General Requirements

To allow a complete trackability of all working steps of this certification exercise it is essential that all
details are documented. This not only includes information on time and date of work but also on the
operator identity and detailed information on methods and reagents used, the instrument settings,
calibration data etc. (see also individual chapters for further information) . Beside the requirements for
RM production and certification laid down in ISO Guides 34 and 35 the: principles of internal quality
control and quality assurance from ISO Guide 25 must be adhered to.

3.2.2. Number of Sample Units and Replicates

To provide a sufficient database for the final certification it was agreed to supply 6 bottles per material
to each participating laboratory. Two subsamples (test portions) from each bottle should be
independently analyzed. When destructive methods are used for sample preparation two different
digestion methods should be utilized (see also sample preparation). This will amount to a total of 24
digestions per algae RM. To cover the higher sample masses needed for some methods, a set of 6
additional bottles per material will be submitted to all laboratories working with destructive sample
preparation. It is requested to analyze the replicates of the same elements from the same sample bottle
in order to eliminate between bottle inhomogeneity as a possible cause for differences in the results.

3.2.3. Storage of Samples

After receipt of the samples they should be inspected for integrity and if acceptable placed directly into
desiccators containing fresh silica gel. To avoid cross contamination, each set of reference materials
should be separately stored. The silica gel should be replaced every week irrespective of its color with
fresh material prepared at 80° С



Table I.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS (only to indicate the order of magnitude)

Analyte

Al

As

Ca

Cd

Co

Cr

Си

Fe

Hg

К

Mg

Mn

Na

Ni

Pb

Se

Zn

IAEA-392

Conc.[mg/kg]

40

<0.2

2600

<0.05

3.5

4.4

19

490

<0.04

8000

2300

63

700

0.5

0.5

<0.05

120

IAEA-393

Conc.[mg/kg]

100

120

2900

190

4

330

11

1300

50

10.000

3900

150

350

100

200

<0.05

150

3.2.4. Weight of Sample used for the Analysis

The minimum sample mass to be taken for the certification exercise should be 100 mg (the RMs will
be certified for this intake). If some methods would need a higher sample mass for reasons of detection
limit or practical working problems, this is also acceptable, but the mass utilized must be reported in the
documentation.



Table II.

Analyte

Al

As

Ca

Cd

Co

Cr

Cu

Fe

Hg

К

Mg

Mn

Na

Ni

Pb

Se

Zn

ICP-ES

I, A

IH A H

I,A,G

IH AH

I, A

I

I, A

G.A.I

I H A H

A,G

I, A

I, A

A,G

IH AH

IH AH

I, A

ICP-MS

I

1,0

I,G

I

IH

I

I

H I

I

i

i

i

IH

i

ID-MS AAS

A,G,I

I, A

G,I,A

A (HG), G

G,I,A

A, I,

G(CV),

A(CV)

A, I

I, A

G

A, I

I, A

G I, A

A,G

A, I

NAA

B.N.I

B.N.I

B,N,I

вн

B.N.I

B,N

B,N,I

B,N,I

BH.NH.IH

B.N.I

B,N,I

B,N,I

B,N,I

BH.NH

I(RNAA)

B.N.I

EC

methods

G

G

G

G

GH

G

X-
RAY

IH

IH

IH

IH

IH

Analyzing Laboratory: A=AUSTRIA B=BRAZIL G=GERMANY I=IAEA N=NETHERLANDS

3.2.5. Additional Homogeneity Information

To verify the homogeneity for the test portion size of 100 mg for all elements to be certified, it was
agreed to analyze following elements in 100 mg subsamples by the following methods and laboratories.

OFS, Seibersdorf, Austria:

CENA, Sao Paulo, Brazil &
IRI, Delft, The Netherlands:

KFZ, Juelich, Germany:

IAEA, PCI, Seibersdorf:

Pb (AAS)

Al, As, Cr, Fe, Ca, Co, Cu, K, Na, Mg. Mn, Zn (NAA)

Se, Hg (Electrochemical methods)

Cd, Ni (only for IAEA 393) (AAS)



To avoid additional workload for the laboratories using destructive sample preparation, it is recommended
to use the same subsample solution as used for the certification analysis. If separate solutions are needed
for the homogeneity testing, only one type of dissolution method has to be applied (6X2 samples). The
INAA laboratories are requested to use the same subsamples as for the analysis.

3.2.6. Calibration and Use of Balance

The balances used for this exercise should have been calibrated within the last year following an
internationally agreed procedure. In addition the balance should be checked regularly. A possible
procedure for this was published by ASTM (Designation: E 898-88) [1]. These checks should be
reported and can be the basis for the uncertainty evaluation of the balance. The performance tolerance
and action level is at 0.1 mg uncertainty for a 100 mg sample size.

Records should also be available on the previous use of the balance ( operator, substance and date and
time) to allow detection of possible contamination . In case such a record does not yet exist the balances
should be cleaned specifically and a record started before the current certification is initiated.

3.2.7. Weighing of Sample

The balance should be used in accordance with the manufacturer's recommendation and (or) in
agreement with established weighing procedures. A device to reduce the electrostatic charge would
improve the weighing accuracy and is recommended. It is recommended to use separate balances for
pure standard substances or samples with expected high concentrations to avoid cross-contamination.
Relative humidity and temperature in the weighing room need to be recorded for the entire time of
weighing as well as the duration of the whole operation (opening of bottle, start weighing, reading of
balance, etc.). The mass of the sample should be directly recorded after obtaining stable balance
conditions. A calibrated thermometer should be available to measure the temperature in the weighing
room.The IAEA laboratories will check if there is significant moisture uptake as a function of time after
opening of the bottle. This could entail additional recommendations.

3.2.8. Dry Weight Determinations

Either of the following procedures should be used for the determination of the dry weight (1 gram in
duplicate for the first weighing after opening of the bottle and 1 gram to be taken every time a new
batch will be weighed). To avoid that all sample is used up for dry weight determination, only 2-3
bottles should be checked for the succeeding weighing.

(1) Oven-drying at 80°C
Oven drying should be performed for 4 hrs at 80°C. Sample depth should not exceed 1 cm.

At the end of the drying period, the samples are placed immediately in a desiccator with fresh
silica gel. Samples are weighed after allowing a minimum of 2 hrs to establish temperature
equilibrium.

(2) Freeze drying
Freeze drying should continue until constant pressure is reached (24-48 hours). The

samples should be pre-frozen at -40°C or lower for at least 1 hour. Sample depth must not exceed
1 cm. At the end of the drying period samples are immediately placed in a desiccator containing
fresh silica gel. Samples are weighed after 1 hour to establish temperature equilibrium.

A calibrated thermometer should be available to measure the temperature in the freezer and drying oven.



3.2.9. Calibration of Volumetric Flasks

It is recommended that all types of volumetric flasks in use for the exercise (glass, PE etc.) be
calibrated with distilled water by weight. The temperature of the liquid must be taken into account. This
should be repeated regularly and the information should be used to determine the uncertainty of the
dilution (see also uncertainty budget). To assess the uncertainty component of repeatability, each type
of volumetric flask should be filled and weighed 10 times and the variation reported. This should be
carried out and reported by all operators involved. If weighted dilution and aliquotation can be carried
out throughout the certification procedure, the calibration of the volumetric flasks is of course not
necessary.

3.2.10. Calibration and use of Micro-pipettes

Pipettes should be used according to the instruction manual of the manufacturer. They should have
specifications with the determined uncertainty not higher than 0.6 % for pipettes between 50 - 1000 ц.1.
A new tip should be used for every operation. It is recommended to use separate pipettes for standard
solution and diluted test portions. The minimum quantity transferred should preferably not be less than
50 |il.

It is recommended that the use of pipettes should be registered (date, time, substance) to facilitate
trackability of contamination. Make the pipettes identifiable using a code or similar.

Pipettes should be calibrated regularly. Therefore the accuracy of the transferred volume has to be
assessed in a gravimetric way: a procedure is recommended from ASTM ( Designation E1154-89)[2].
The masses are determined and the mean and the standard deviation are compared to the manufacturer's
specification which should be used as action limit.

The repeatability of pipetting is assessed in a similar way but using the solution of interest. Since these
uncertainties are operator dependent, all operators should perform these determinations to assess their
individual performance. The repeatability should be better than 0.2% for volumes between 250 - 1000
JJ.1 and not exceed 0.5% for smaller quantities.

3.2.11. Procedure used for Analysis

Participants are free to select appropriate analytical procedures for the analysis of the target trace
elements in the specified matrices. However a complete documentation with all Standard Operation
Procedures (SOPs) has to be submitted. Any deviations from SOPs and the guidelines set out in this
report should be fully documented and justifications presented. Special care should be taken to avoid
contamination during sample preparation and measurements.

3.2.12. Sample Dissolution or Preparation Techniques

It was agreed that destructive and non-destructive sample preparation methods should be utilized and
their results compared. For the two materials under study, it was agreed that duplicate sub-samples
would be taken from each of six bottles. The non-destructive technique would be used to analyze the
contents of the six samples as received from the Agency without further treatment.

For the destructive sample preparation methods, it was decided to use two different digestion
techniques in order to investigate the recovery problems for elements associated with Si: samples would
be treated with acid mixtures containing HF (A) and without HF (B). For samples (A) a ratio of 1:10 or
1:20 for HF:HNO3 was recommended and it was also stated that Teflon vessels should be used for



digestion in preference to quartz. It will be left to the analysts to decide whether HF is disturbing their
measurement method and if so what measures to take.

The minimum sample size to be used is set to 100 mg. In the case of wet digestion, where bigger
sample masses are needed for some methods (due to detection limit problems) a second set of these
samples are supplied and used whenever necessary. It is recommended that all results for one element
are obtained from the same sample bottle.

As a general point, it was noted that perchloric acid should be added to improve the completeness of the
process when organic components remained in the digest.

The problem of incomplete digestion or precipitation was discussed and it was agreed that only the
supernatant should be analyzed after an appropriate separation method was used. Filtration should be
avoided where possible (due to contamination and/or adsorption risks with consequent loss of
traceability) and therefore centrifugation or decantation are the preferred methods.

The following strategy to assess the repeatability of the digestion procedure was adopted: The
analytical work should be split into at least two runs which will be prepared on two separate dates.
Duplicate analyses performed on samples from each single bottle should be prepared preferably on
different dates to detect possible performance problems associated with the sample digestion. Each run
must comprise at least one blank (when results are expected to be close to the detection limit a second
blank is recommendable), two appropriate reference materials and the samples.

33. QA / QC Requirements

3.3.1. Selection of Appropriate Reference Materials (RMs)

Although other suitable reference materials are available (e.g. BCR-CRM 414 Plankton) it was agreed
to use IAEA 359 (cabbage) and NIST 1571a (spinach) in order to limit the costs. These materials can be
supplied by the IAEA in the necessary quantities. Some problems related to their digestion are
discussed in a papers by E. Zeiller et al [3].

Since no RM was available which would closely match the high concentration of toxic elements in
IAEA 393 Algae, it was decided that the IAEA should prepare an internal control solution (ICS) from
liquid single element standards in 5 % HNO3 (vol/vol). Its elemental concentration should be similar to
the IAEA 393 preliminary concentration values (Table 1) and it should include all elements under
investigation in this study. Care should be taken that all single element standards used for the ICS are
free from contamination for all elements of interest.

If the elements are not compatible in one solution it might be necessary to prepare two ICSs which
could then be combined for the sample preparation.

The ICS should be treated like a usual RM and be analyzed together with the samples. It was stated that
its application is no problem for the users of NAA since it would be easy to dry the sample before
irradiation. The idea of mimicking an organic matrix by adding ascorbic acid was abandoned because
of the possible introduction of contamination to the ICS with matrix elements.

3.3.2. General QA/QC requirements

In addition to the QA information from the simultaneous measurements of RMs it is recommended to
report all other QA measures undertaken. All related control charts of routinely measured standards or
other control solutions should be submitted together with the results.



Also checks of instrument parameters, instrument stability etc. can give additional information on the
accuracy of the results and should be reported.

3.4. Calibration Standards

3.4.1. Preparation of Calibration Standards

Most of the methods used by participants in this exercise are based on relative measurements - this
means comparison of the signal obtained from the analyzed sample with the signal of a standard.

Standards used for calibration are mainly commercially available solutions of specific trace elements,
mixtures of different elements or standards prepared in the laboratory from pure metal standards and
high purity substances of well defined stochiometry. In all cases, complete documentation on the
material used and of all preparation steps must be given. This includes information on purchase, type
and concentration, when opened for the first time, expire date, impurities, cross-checks with other
commercially available standards (if applicable), weighing and dissolution of solid substances and their
dilutions, or dilution steps of liquid standard solutions, type and amount of acid used for dilution etc.
Calibrated pipettes should be used for dilution, however, it is recommended also to report the weight of
the aliquots used.

Non commercial mixed standards should preferably be produced from single element standards. Each
individual elemental solution must be checked for impurities for all elements contained in the mixture.

3.4.2. Traceability of Standards

Whenever possible primary standards should be used. In case when pure metal standards are used in the
laboratory, all sources of uncertainty in the preparation of standard solutions should be evaluated by the
analyst. Efforts should be made by the participants to keep uncertainties as small as possible.

When commercially available standard solutions are used, care should be taken to ensure their
traceability and the following points should be addressed:

(a) which methods were used for determination of the analytes

(b) to which standards such determinations are related (any traceability ?)

(c) which uncertainty is stated on the certificate (e.g. one or two sigma)

(d) how was the impurity information assessed and in how much can this influence

(e) the accuracy of the final measurement

3.5. Calibration of Instrument and Measurement

For the calibration of the equipment, SOPs or manufacturer's manuals should be followed. Either
primary or secondary standards should be used. The use of matrix reference materials for calibration is
not permitted. Detailed documentation for all relevant parameters of calibration and measurement
should be supplied (e.g. wavelength or energy used, neutron fluence rate). It was agreed that all
participants would help to design a questionnaire for their analytical methods to retrieve all relevant
information in order to judge the quality of the work performed. This questionnaire should also be used
in future for the evaluation of intercomparison runs.



3.6. Uncertainty

3.6.1. Determination of Uncertainty Budget

Since traceability requires an unbroken chain of comparisons between internationally agreed scales
(e.g. SI units) and the analyte, all steps in the measurement process need to be assessed and their
respective uncertainties defined. A complete uncertainty budget should be established in accordance
with the EURACHEM Guide "Quantifying Uncertainty in Analytical Measurement" (First edition
1995).

The general process of uncertainty estimation consists of four steps :

— Specification of the relationship between the analyte and the parameters

— Identification of the uncertainty sources
— Quantification of the uncertainty components

— Calculation of the total uncertainty

The guide distinguishes between a Type A and a Type В evaluation of uncertainties. Type A
evaluations of uncertainties are of a statistical nature and can be evaluated by statistical analysis of a
series of observations (see for example sections 3.2.5, 3.2.9 and 3.2.10). Type A uncertainties are
usually resulting from an estimate of the standard deviation, assuming a normal distribution of the
observations. Type В evaluations of uncertainties rely on other means than the statistical analysis of a
series of observations. The evaluation relies for example on supplier's information, technical
specifications, interlaboratory studies, proficiency testing and expert judgement. It is a common feature
of type В evaluations that, in general, the type of distribution is not known. They are often represented
as a rectangular distribution (when there is no information on the possible value within the interval) or a
triangular distribution (when there is sufficient information to know that values near the boundaries are
less likely than values in the centre).

For the evaluation of the total uncertainty it is necessary to combine the individual uncertainties in
accordance with the rules for error propagation. Care should be taken to avoid double-counting
uncertainty components and to account for correlated uncertainty components. As an example, an
uncertainty component obtained from a type В evaluation might include as well an independent
component as a component contributing also to the observed variability of the measurements. When the
observed variability will already be accounted for by the type A components in the combined
uncertainty, only the independent component of the type В evaluation has to be included in the
calculation.

For example a series of weighing of a certified weight can indicate that a balance has no bias: this test
will combine the type A uncertainty on the weighing and the type В uncertainty on the certified mass.
The total uncertainty on a single weighed mass has to include both components. The uncertainty budget
of a measurement result where both sample and standard were weighed on the same balance will
include the combination of the type A random uncertainties on both weighing and not the uncertainty
on the certified mass. The total uncertainty budget on the final result, expressed in mg of component X
per kg of sample, has to include the type В uncertainty on the certified mass.

The expanded uncertainty is calculated by multiplying the combined uncertainty by the coverage factor
k. In accordance with the EURACHEM Guide recommendations, it is agreed that the coverage factor
k=2 will be used for the certification of the IAEA Algae reference materials. With regard to the
expected number of measurements, the expanded uncertainty will then normally cover the 95 %
confidence interval of the certified value.
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As an alternative, reporting of the standard deviation together with the measurement results in the usual
way is accepted, but it is essential to include detailed information on the reported uncertainties and on
their method of evaluation.

3.6.2. Uncertainty of the Sample Decomposition

The uncertainty associated with the sample dissolution can be expected to be one of the most important
unknowns. An attempt to quantify this source of uncertainty requires some research and would be an
interesting topic for the new Coordinated Research Program on the development of Reference Materials
with reference values traceable to SI Units.

For the moment only the repeatability of the digestion will be propagated as an uncertainty component.

3.7. Criteria for Rejection of Results

It was agreed to report all results. The technically explainable outlier should be identified by the
responsible analysts . Possible rejection of these outlier will be discussed during evaluation and
certification process during the final meeting to be held in April 1998.

3.8. Combined Uncertainty and Traceability of Assigned Property Value

The assignment of property values will depend very much on the quality of the data reported from each
individual laboratory, closeness of results reported from different laboratories and the achieved
uncertainty (which should be as small as possible). All these factors can not be predicted and assessed
before the actual analysis are done and results evaluated.

It has to be taken into account that by using different methods for characterisation of a reference
material it is possible that results will show (significant) differences. However, to retain traceability and
to assess the combined uncertainty, assignment of the property value based on the mean is in this case
inappropriate. After obtaining results it will be necessary to:

(a) discuss details of the experimental designs, statistical techniques used, and quality of data
reported by single laboratory;

(b) discuss in detail all significant factors which may affect the assignment of the property values.

(c) establish policies on treatment and investigation of statistical outlying results;

(d) decide whether separate method-dependent property values should be assigned when significant
differences will be detected between laboratories;

(e) decide whether weighting techniques should be used for contributions to assigned property values
derived from different methods with different measurement uncertainties;

(f) define the methods to assign measurement uncertainties to the property value.

Consultants agreed that the certification criteria will be defined after evaluation of all results and that in
the meantime the information from other reference materials producers will be obtained on the
certification approaches used in similar studies.
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3.9. Time Frame

DATE

Start

January

ASAP

ASAP

March

End

February

end Jan.

end Feb.

end Feb.

end Jan.

end 1997

end Sept

Nov.

Dec.

Jan. 1998

Feb.-March *)

April 1998

thereafter

ITEM

Draft Minutes and statistical evaluation of IAEA-390
Intercomparison

Method related questionnaire

Preparation of internal control solution (ICS)

Shipment of samples, RM and ICS;
Information Sheet

Checking possibility for a Research Contract on
"Uncertainty of Dissolution Methods"

Study on "Uncertainty of Dissolution Methods"

Analysis of samples according to agreed procedures,
reporting results

Data input and check
Return data for input-check to participants

Return checked data

First statistical evaluation report

Additional analysis if required

Final meeting on CRP with evaluation of the certified
values

Referenciation of Algae samples
TECDOC
Articles in literature

ACTION

IAEA

all

IAEA

IAEA

IAEA

Mr. Bode
Ms. DeNadaiF.

all

IAEA

all

IAEA

who concerned

all

IAEA
IAEA
all

*)This time should be foreseen for eventual repetitions of analysis.

4. CONCLUSION

Implementation of these recommendations for analysis will lead to much better defined property values
and better defined uncertainties than in the classical IAEA intercomparisons. Since sources of
uncertainty will be clearly defined and better controlled the overall uncertainty should be kept as small
as possible at least for measurements in one laboratory. Whether it will be possible to derive also to
assigned property values for these materials and to RMs which are traceable to SI will depend on the
quality of the reported data and on the agreement between the results from different laboratories.

In addition it will be necessary to provide information and enlightenment to the customers of the AQCS
materials in order to improve their understanding of the newly applied philosophy of uncertainty
evaluation. Indeed the stated uncertainty derived from the uncertainty budget calculation might in some
cases be larger than the formerly reported confidence interval (when the number of participants was
large, the calculated confidence interval on a pure statistical basis was sometimes underestimated with
respect to the real situation).
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ANNEX2

International Atomic Energy Agency

Consultants' Meeting on

Good Analytical Practice in the Certification Analysis
of IAEA Reference Materials

Since 30 years the IAEA AQCS has been assisting laboratories in Member States in the
improvement of accuracy of analytical data, not only in radioisotope determination but also in trace
element analysis. This was mainly done by the organization of intercomparison exercises, which as
a by-product led to the certification of a reference material. This approach which in the past only
included a pure statistical evaluation of the intercomparison data, coi-ild produce wrong reference
values. Systematic errors in certain methods dominated the accurate results and it was not possible
to exclude them using only statistical criteria. An introduction of a quality check by an experienced
analyst brought a significant improvement and led to results comparable to NIST certifications done
by a group of expert laboratory.1 But with the introduction of a Quality System also for analytical
laboratories and the implementation and acceptance of strict quality control and quality assurance
principles, the quality requirements for reference material production and certification procedures
have been internationally harmonized (ISO Remco, IUPAC, CITAC) and have become very strict.
For the certification of IAEA 392 and 393 Algae reference materials the AQCS is for the first time
trying to implement most of the requirements of ISO Guide 34 "Quality System guidelines for t he
production of reference materials" and ISO Guide 35 "Certification of reference materials" related
to the analysis, result calculation and uncertainty assessment.

The technical contract on "the certification analysis of our planned Algae Reference Materials
IAEA 392 and IAAEA 393" allows AQCS to use two different approaches (b and с of ISO Guide
35) for the characterization of a reference material, on one sie the use of 2 or more independent
reference methods by one organization (IAEA) and on the other hand a network of qualified
laboratories. But since this is the first attempt to certify RMs in this way it is indispensable to
harmonize the planned work.

For the following topics of QA/QC requirements should be discussed and working proposals should
be elaborated:

(1) Planning
(2) Documentation of work
(3) Dry weight determination
(4) Sample dissolution or preparation techniques
(5) Calibration of equipment and traceability of results
(6) Analytical methods (NAA, ICP-MS, X-ray fluorescence, ICP-ES, AAS, and all other methods

available for this study)

1 Certifiying the chemical composition of a biological materila - a case study. R. Zeisler, D.A. Becker, Т.Е. Gills.
Fresenius J. Anal. Chem. (1994) 351: 4745.
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(7) Evaluation of results
(8) Uncertainty determination
(9) Use of reference materials, internal control samples, blanks, etc.

All proposals should strictly follow the background documents. Special care should be taken for the
requirements of ISO 34 and 35:

ISO Guide 34

5.4 Measurement methods
5.5 Measurement equipment
5.6 Traceability and validation (see consultants' meeting on "Traceability of IAEA RM's

and SI Units", Nov. 96)
5.9.2 Assessment of uncertainty

ISO Guide 35:

8. Certification by interlaboratory testing
8.2 Organization of interlaboratory programmes
8.2.4 Measurement methods
8.2.5 Reporting results
8.3 Initial processing of the results
8.4 Statistical analysis

The technical contract on "the certification analysis of planned Algae Reference Materials IAEA
392 and IAEA 393" with the related CM can be seen as a model project which should seek
guidelines for future similar exercises.
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ANNEX3

CONSULTANTS' MEETING ON
GOOD ANALYTICAL PRACTICE IN THE CERTIFICATION ANALYSIS

OF IAEA REFERENCE MATERIALS

16 to 18 December 1996
International Atomic Energy Agency,

Vienna Internationa] Centre, Wagramerstrasse 5
Room A-1972

AGENDA

MONDAY, 16 December 1996

08:30 Registration

09:30-11:00 SESSION 1:
Opening of the Meeting
Brief Self-Introduction of Participants
Election of Chairman and Rapporteur
Adoption of the Agenda

Introduction to the meeting objectives (E. Zeiller)
Report on CM : Traceability of IAEA Reference Materials (A.Fajgelj)

11:00 - 11:30 Coffee break

11:30-13:00 SESSION 2: Presentations by consultants, plus discussions
Introduction of a quality system in the INAA laboratory in CENA (Ms. E. DeNadai Fernandes)
Quality Assurance in the Environmental Analysis of the Austrian Research Center (E.Benetka)

13:00 - 14:00 Lunch Break

14:00 - 15:30 SESSION 2 (cont'd) - Presentation by consultants, plus discussions
Quality management and laboratory accreditation at a laboratory for INAA: pathway,

experiences and cost/benefit analysis (P. Bode)
Inorganic analytical chemistry in environmental specimen banking(P. Ostapczuk)

15:30 - 16:00 Coffee Break

16:00 -17:30 SESSION 2 (cont'd) - Presentations plus discussions
Reference material results evaluated by a versatile system of control charts (P. Bode)
Basic aspects of the guide for expressing the uncertainty in measurements (P. Bode)
Preparation of algae reference materials (E. Zeiller)
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TUESDAY, 17 December 1996

9:00 -10:30 SESSION 3: Strategy for the certification analysis (Group discussion)
Following topics should be discussed:

planning
documentation of work
dry weight determination
sample dissolution or preparation techniques
calibration of equipment and traceability of results
procedure of analytical methods (NAA, ICP-MS, X-ray fluorescence, ICP-ES,
AAS and all other methods available for this study)
uncertainty budget of the used analytical method
evaluation of results
uncertainty determination within the different laboratories
use of reference materials, internal control samples, blanks, etc.
define certification criteria

Each topic will be introduced by a short summary of the related chapters of the different
guidelines prepared by the consultants and by a status report of the laboratory practice.

10:00 -10:30 Break

11:00 -13:00 SESSION 3 (continuation of group discussion)

13:00 - 14:00 Lunch break

14:00 -16:00 SESSION 3 (continuation of group discussion)

16:00-16:30 Break

16:30-18:00 Preparation of the recommendations

18:00 Cocktail Reception

WEDNESDAY, 18 December 1996

09:00 -13:00 SESSION 4 Formulation of Recommendations

13:00 -14:00 Lunch Break

14:00 -17:00 Final discussion and Adoption of Recommendations
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ANNEX4

Proposed topics to be discussed:

Is it possible to combine the two main objectives (general guidelines and practical approach for the
IAEA 392/393 analysis) in one CM ?

How to implement following topics for the algae certification and the general certificalion
guidelines

— planning
— documentation of work
— weighing
— dry weight determination
— weight of sample to be used for the analysis
— number of sample units and replicates to be used
— sample dissolution of appropriate standards
— preparation and use of calibration standards
— instrument performance checks
— calibration of equipment
— traceability of results
— selection of suitable analytical methods
— procedure used for the different analytical methods (NAA, ICP-MS, X-ray fluorescence, ICP-

ES, AAS and all other methods available for this study
— evaluation of results
— combining results from same subsample measured differently with one method / e.g. different

wave lengths, different energies
— results below quantification limits
— uncertainty budget of the used analytical method
— use of reference materials, internal control samples, blanks, etc. for QA/QC
— uncertainty determination when combining results of the different laboratories
— criteria for outlier
— define certification criteria
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CONTRIBUTORS TO DRAFTING AND REVIEW

Beside the consultants (see Annexl), following IAEA staff contributed to the drafting and review:
M. Campbell, K. Burns, P. De Regge, A. Fajgelj, M. Makarewicz and E. Zeiller.
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